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ABSTRACT

professionals who learned to manage sufficient knowledge.

We propose an effective method which automatically assigns

Secondly, only doctors with actual clinical experiences could

proper ICD codes for diagnosis. Unfortunately, the number of

understand real intention of diagnosis. In other words, expert

electronic Japanese medical records available would not be

techniques and experiences are required if a non-professional

sufficient for statistical machine learning methods to perform

wishes to guess the intention and for coding without examining

well. Therefore, we observed characteristics of medical records

an actual patient.
From features of medical records, we made five rule-base

manually, writing rules to make effective methods by hand. Our
system achieved the highest F-measure score among all

methods using four reference materials, ICD 䝁䞊䝕䜱䞁䜾䝖䝺䞊

participants in the most severe evaluation criteria. Through

䝙䞁䜾(➨ 2 ∧) (ICD Coding Training(Second edition))[1],㻌

comparison with other approaches, we show that our approach

ICD10 ᅜ㝿ศ㢮➨ 10 ∧䠄2003 ᖺᨵゞ䠅 (International

could be a useful milestone for the future development of

Classification of Diseases 10 edition (revision in 2003))[2],

Japanese medical records processing.

ICD10 ᑐᛂᶆ‽ྡ䝬䝇䝍䞊 (Standard Disease Name
Master compatible with ICD10)[3] and 䝷䜲䝣䝃䜲䜶䞁䝇㎡᭩

Team Name

䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖 (Life Science Dictionary Project)[4].
Our system achieved the best performance regarding the strict

KIS

match score of this MedNLPDoc task.
SubTask
MedNLPDoc

2.

METHOD

We suggest five methods that output appropriate ICD code
Keywords

given a medical record text. Our final system is a combination

 ICD code, medical record, NLP

of these five methods. We describe our methods one by one
below.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Our ultimate goal is to the development of text processing field

2.1. Decision of target sentence

of medical informatics.
It is not easy for a human to derive an appropriate ICD code

We define a “sentence” as a line of a medical record marked
off by the Japanese periodical symbol, “ࠋ”.

from a given medical record. There are two reasons why it is not

We suggest that there are two types of sentences in medical

easy. Firstly, the coding task requires knowledge of medical

records: sentences that include diagnosis, and sentences that do

technical words in the medical record. Because there are a lot of

not include diagnosis. The latter type of sentences may include

technical terms in a medical record, the coding task is limited to

disease names which are not related to diagnosis. For example,
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this sentence contains a diagnostic result: “᳨ᰝࡢ⤖ᯝ࡛៏ᛶ

are registered. Disease names are taken from ICD10 ᑐᛂᶆ‽

⮋ᛶ୰⪥⅖デ᩿ࡉࢀࠊᡭ⾡┠ⓗධ㝔࡞ࡿࠋ(As a

ྡ࣐ࢫࢱ࣮ (Standard Disease Name Master compatible

result of medical check, diagnosed as chronic suppurative otitis

with ICD10) [3]. We changed the weight of words in the

media, and hospitalization is needed for an operation.)”, where

dictionary in order to make disease names of the dictionary

diagnostic result is “៏ᛶ⮋ᛶ୰⪥⅖ (chronic suppurative

appear preferentially.

otitis media)”. The next example does not contain diagnostic

When the disease name is included in the morphological

result: “㞴⫈ࢆッཷデࡍࡿࠋ (The patient saw a doctor

analysis result, we derive corresponding ICD code in the table

and his/her main complaint is deafness.)”. Describing main

of ICD10 ᑐᛂᶆ‽ྡ࣐ࢫࢱ࣮[3].

complaint of the patient is the objective of this sentence.
When a sentence contains diagnostic result, and when that

2.2. Dealing with English words

sentence contains the name of disease, our system output the

 There are many English words used as technical terms in the

name of the corresponding ICD code. We describe details of our

Japanese medical records. These English words are written in

method below.

alphabets. Because these English words are often professional

We extract sentences that contain a keyphrase to narrow

which are not registered in the morphological analyzer’s

candidate sentences down. For example, the previous example

dictionary, we cannot deal with it directly.

sentence with diagnostic result “᳨ᰝࡢ⤖ᯝ࡛៏ᛶ⮋ᛶ୰

 We used the Life Science Dictionary [4] to translate English

⪥⅖デ᩿ࡉࢀࠊᡭ⾡┠ⓗධ㝔࡞ࡿࠋ” has a keyphrase

words into Japanese words. In this technique, we only use

of “デ᩿ࡉࢀ (be diagnosed)” with its diagnosis name of

dictionary entries which exactly matched with the English

disease before the keyphrase. In addition to the keyphrase “デ

words in the medical record.

᩿ࡉࢀ”, we used keyphrases of “デ᩿ (be diagnosed
with)”, ”ࡢデ᩿ (diagnosis of)”, ”ࡢデ᩿ (diagnosis of)”, ”

2.3. Dealing with paraphrase words

ࡢ≧ (symptoms of)”, ”ࢆⓎࡋ (develop) ”,”ࢆㄆࡵ

 There are many inconsistent spelling variations appear in the

(see)”,”ࡀ☜ㄆࡉࢀࡓ (be confirmed)”,”ࢆࡁࡓࡋ (cause) ”,”

medical records. We deal with this problem by our technique

ࣇ࢛࣮ࣟ (follow-up)”,”ࡀཎᅉ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓ (be thought to

below. For example, ” Alzheimer’s disease” has variations like

be the cause)”,”⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓ (be thought)”,”ࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓ

“ࣝࢶࣁ࣐࣮ᆺㄆ▱ (Alzheimer dementia)”, “ࣝࢶ

(be thought)”,”ࢆᣦ (point)”,”ࡶㄆࡵ (see)”,”ࡀㄆࡵ

ࣁ࣐࣮ (Alzheimer)”, "ࣝࢶࣁ࣐࣮ (Alzheimer

(see)”,”ྜే (combine)”,”ేⓎ (accompany)”,”࡛ධ㝔 (for an

disease)" and "Alzheimer". We make “ࣝࢶࣁ࣐࣮ᆺㄆ▱

operation)”,”᭱⤊デ᩿ (final diagnosis)”,”☜ᐃデ᩿

” as a normalized word for these variations in order to assign

(established diagnosis)”,”Dx” and ”࠸ (doubt)”. We chose

an appropriate ICD code. We use the redirection relations of

these keyphrases by manually verifying medical records written

Wikipedia to make such normalizations, i.e. redirected words

in reference [1] and medical records of MedNLPDoc training

correspond to normalized words.

data. If a sentence contains a negation, e.g. “ㄆࡵ࡞࠸ (not
see)”, that sentence is discarded from the candidate sentences.

2.4. Dealing with disease names including
various body parts

In this paper, we call this candidate sentence selection method
above as “SCS”.
After SCS, morphological analysis is performed by the

 Our technique described in section 2.1, descriptions like ͆ۑ
ࡢۑ⒴” or ͆ᦆ××ۑۑയ” will only output corresponding

Kuromoji morphological analyzer. We used a custom dictionary

ICD codes of “⒴ (cancer)” or “ᦆയ (damage)”, ignoring ͇

for Kuromoji where Wikipedia entry words and disease names

 ͇ۑۑand ͇ ͇. However, these ignored words could
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We removed words listed Table 1 from the dictionary used in

include information required to output appropriate ICD codes.
We decided to focus on “ᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀ (malignant

technique 2.1. These words e.g. “⒴ (cancer)㸸C80” are

neoplasm)”and”ᦆയ(damage)” in our technique. Our system

sometimes used to refer specific concepts e.g. “⫵⒴ (lung

outputs ICD codes from combination of words as follows.

cancer)㸸C349”. In this case, we don’t need “⒴㸸C80” but only
“⫵⒴㸸C349”.


the same meaning words

2.5. Inferring ICD codes from XML tags

ᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀

⒴,ᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀,ᝏᛶ⭘⒆,㌿⛣

ᦆയ

㦵ᢡ,,ࢫࢺࣞࣥ,⬺⮻,᩿,⾲ᅾᦆ

We suggest another technique that outputs ICD codes using

യ,യ,ᡴ᧞,⓶ୗ⾑⭘,⓶ୗฟ⾑,ෆฟ⾑,

information in XML tags. The dataset of MedNLPDoc contains

⓶ୗ␗≀,᧿㐣,่യ,ษ,,,

XML tags, for example:.

,㛤ᨺ,㈏㏻,ည,่,ᦆയ,⁛

<data id="27" sex="FEMALE" age="67">

ᦆയ,⁛,ษ᩿

<text type="᪤ Ṕ">

Table 1. the same meaning words of
“ᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀ (malignant neoplasm)” and “ᦆയ (damage)”

</text>
<text type="⌧Ṕ">
</text>

We define rules to detect ICD codes using combination of

<text type="ᡭ⾡">

words expressed various parts of body, and the words in Table 

</text>

1.We manually made a list of body parts using the document

where ᪤ Ṕ, ⌧Ṕ, ᡭ⾡ means anamnesis, clinical

[2].

history of present illness, and operation respectively.

If a sentence contains both a word of the body parts and a

We focused on two tags: “<text type㸻”᪤ Ṕ”>”and “<text

word listed in Table 1, our system outputs a corresponding ICD

type㸻”ᐙ᪘Ṕ”>” because there are categories of ICD codes

code. For example, in a case of “C00.0 ཱྀ၁ࡢᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀㸪እ

directly correspond to these two types. Therefore, if there is a

ഃୖ၁ (malignant neoplasm of lips, out upper lips)” in ICD10

tag “<text type㸻”᪤ Ṕ”>”or “<text type㸻”ᐙ᪘Ṕ”>” in a

ᅜ㝿ศ㢮➨ 10 ∧㸦2003 ᖺᨵゞ㸧 (International

given medical record, our system outputs an ICD code by

Classification of Diseases 10 edition (revision in 2003)) [2], our

discovering a clue from words inside these tags. For example,

system outputs C000 if a candidate sentence contains “၁ (lip)”

<text type="᪤ Ṕ">

and a word that indicates “ᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀” as listed in Table 1.

㸱㸵ṓࠊᏊᐑࡀࢇᡭ⾡ࠋ

While we only check sentences selected by our technique

㸴㸮ṓࠊ㧗⾑ᅽࠊෆ᭹⒪୰ࠋ

described in section 2.1 in the case of “ᦆയ (damage)”, we

</text>

used the whole medical record for the case of “ᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀

In this case, sentences ”㸱㸵ṓࠊᏊᐑ⒴ᡭ⾡ࠋ (Age 37, an

(malignant neoplasm)”. This is because there are special

operation to abate uterine cancer.)” and ”㸴㸮ṓࠊ㧗⾑ᅽࠊෆ

keyphrases used for “ᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀ (malignant neoplasm)”. For

᭹⒪୰ࠋ (Age 60, high blood pressure, under treatment by

example, ”㸯ᖺ๓Ꮚᐑ⒴ࡢᡭ⾡ࢆཷࡅ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ(The patient

oral administration )” are the potential clues. After extracting

had an operation last year to abate her uterine cancer)”.

these clues, we apply the same method described in 2.4.

The ICD codes define “C” as “ᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀ (malignant
neoplasm)”, and “S” as “ᦆയ (damage)”. Our system covered

3.

We conducted two types of experiments. We submitted our

almost all the ICD codes containing “C” and “S“, including
various body parts.

EXPERIMENT and RESULT

result to the MedNLPDoc task and its evaluation was returned.
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However, the test dataset used for evaluation is not provided.

perfectly matched with the correct ICD codes. “3_digits match”

We conducted another experiment using the training data to

means the number of output codes which three digits (a top

show the effectiveness of the methods we suggest, using the

alphabet in ICD codes and next two numbers) are matched.

tenique2.1 as a baseline to compare with.

Total number of correct answers is 772. We compared a couple

Table 2 shows the result of the experiment using the training

of different combinations of our sub-methods in Table 2, each

data. In Table 2, “perfect match” means the number of codes

described in section 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.

㻞 㻚㻝
㻞㻚㻝㻗㻞㻚㻞
㻞㻚㻝㻗㻞㻚㻞㻗㻞㻚㻟
㻞㻚㻝㻗㻞㻚㻞㻗㻞㻚㻟㻗㻞㻚㻠
㻞㻚㻝㻗㻞㻚㻞㻗㻞㻚㻟㻗㻞㻚㻠㻗㻞㻚㻡

perfect match 3_digits match Estimated number P (perfect) R (perfect) F (perfect) P (3_digits) R (3_digits) F (3_digits)
㻝㻜㻝
㻝㻢㻝
㻠㻞㻠
㻞㻟㻚㻤㻞
㻝㻟㻚㻜㻤
㻝㻢㻚㻤㻥
㻟㻣㻚㻥㻣
㻞㻜㻚㻤㻡
㻞㻢㻚㻥㻞
㻝㻝㻜
㻝㻣㻢
㻠㻡㻜
㻞㻠㻚㻠㻠
㻝㻠㻚㻞㻡
㻝㻤㻚㻜㻜
㻟㻥㻚㻝㻝
㻞㻞㻚㻤㻜
㻞㻤㻚㻤㻝
㻝㻝㻢
㻝㻤㻡
㻡㻜㻡
㻞㻞㻚㻥㻣
㻝㻡㻚㻜㻟
㻝㻤㻚㻝㻣
㻟㻢㻚㻢㻟
㻞㻟㻚㻥㻢
㻞㻤㻚㻥㻣
㻝㻟㻡
㻞㻟㻞
㻡㻣㻡
㻞㻟㻚㻠㻤
㻝㻣㻚㻠㻥
㻞㻜㻚㻜㻠
㻠㻜㻚㻟㻡
㻟㻜㻚㻜㻡
㻟㻠㻚㻠㻡
㻝㻠㻡
㻞㻠㻡
㻡㻥㻣
㻞㻠㻚㻞㻥
㻝㻤㻚㻣㻤
㻞㻝㻚㻝㻤
㻠㻝㻚㻜㻠
㻟㻝㻚㻣㻠
㻟㻡㻚㻣㻥

Table 2. Differences between combinations of methods in Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-measure (F)
 Because the F-measure becomes better when more methods

0.4

are stacked, each individual method can be regarded as effective.

0.35
0.3

When the method 2.4 is added, the growth of F-measure is the

0.25

largest. Regarding malignant neoplasms and damage, we can

0.2

write coding rules easier by hand because corresponding ICD

F-measure(SURE)

0.15
0.1

descriptions explicitly discriminates "body part and damage",

0.05

"body part and the cancer", etc. Additionally, malignant

0
A_1 A_2 A_3 B

neoplasms and damage are frequently appeared in the training
data, which made the contribution larger.

C

D

E F_1 F_2 F_3 G_1 G_2 G_3 H

Figure 3. Comparison with other teams in F-measure (SURE), where C

When the method 2.4 is added, the growth of F-measure is the

indicates our result.

largest. Regarding malignant neoplasms and damage, we can
write coding rules easier by hand because corresponding ICD

Our team is shown as C. Our system performed the highest

descriptions explicitly discriminates "body part and damage",

score among all participants. The MedNLPDoc dataset was

"body part and the cancer", etc. Additionally, malignant

created by three human annotators, all of them annotated on the

neoplasms and damage are frequently appeared in the training

same documents individually. Evaluation of the MedNLPDoc

data, which made the contribution larger.  

was performed by comparing participants’ system output ICD

When the method 2.3 is added, the growth of F-measure is

codes with the correct answer. The “Sure” metric is an

the smallest. There are paraphrases of the terminology which are

evaluation using gold standard data of ICD codes which all of

not in Wikipedia. Paraphrases are less in train data in the first

three annotators agreed to annotate. There are two more
evaluation metrics, “Major” for ICD codes of more than two

place.

annotators agreed, “Possible” for more than one of the

4.

Comparison with other teams

Figure 3 illustrates comparison between our system’s result
and others teams’ results in the “SURE” evaluation metric of the
MedNLPDoc task.

annotators agreed. Because the inter-annotator discrepancy is
quite low in this dataset, the “Sure” metric is considered as most
reliable. Therefore, F-measure (SURE) is the most severe and
reliable total evaluation criteria.
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5.

FUTURE WORK

There should be two decision criterion required to achieve the

recognize a bad effect to a patient’s body by these decisions that
could contribute to the real clinical works.

ultimate goal of this ICD codes assignment study. The first
decision is whether symptoms are explicitly described or not in

6.

CONCLUSION

Medical records contain some features like inclusion of

medical records. This decision would have almost been
achieved by our approach except for cancers. About cancers,

diagnosis names, paraphrases, etc. From such features, we made

our system can output ICD codes of cancers by our technique

five rule-based methods that output ICD codes accurately. We

described in 2.4 without SCS. If there is a word standing for

discussed contributions of each method in the section of

cancer in a sentence, our system infers which type of cancer is

experiment and result. Our system performed best among

the result of diagnosis, then outputs a corresponding ICD code.

participants. However, it is still difficult to output ICD codes

However, it is uncertain whether there is a cancer in the

perfectly. In order to make better ICD coding in future, it will be

patient’s body even if there is a word standing for cancer in

required to analyze relationship between a patient’s symptom

medical records. We wish to design our system which can detect

and his/her disease.

a cancer actually exist or not in future.
The second decision is whether we should output ICD codes or
not when we find out symptom or name of disease in medical

7.
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